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A key open question in quantum computation is what advantages quantum neural networks
(QNNs) may have over classical neural networks (NNs), and in what situations these advantages
may transpire. Here we address this question by studying the memory capacity C of QNNs, which
is a metric of the expressive power of a QNN that we have adapted from classical NN theory. We
present a capacity inequality showing that the capacity of a QNN is bounded by the information W
that can be trained into its parameters: C ≤W . One consequence of this bound is that QNNs that
are parameterized classically do not show an advantage in capacity over classical NNs having an
equal number of parameters. However, QNNs that are parametrized with quantum states could have
exponentially larger capacities. We illustrate our theoretical results with numerical experiments by
simulating a particular QNN based on a Gaussian Boson Sampler. We also study the influence
of sampling due to wavefunction collapse during operation of the QNN, and provide an analytical
expression connecting the capacity to the number of times the quantum system is measured.
While they have been of interest since the 1990s [1–3],
research on quantum artificial neural networks (QNNs)
is expanding, invigorated by possible implementations on
near-term hardware [4]. What is a QNN? Here we take
a broad definition that encompasses emergent themes
across a variety of proposals (and that, as with classi-
cal NNs, have a mostly historical connection to biologi-
cal NNs). QNNs being considered for near term imple-
mentations are a class of variational quantum algorithms
[5–8]: quantum circuits having gates whose parameters
are adjusted to perform a desired transformation on ei-
ther classical or quantum information that is fed forward
through the circuit. QNN architectures include “quan-
tized” classical neural networks [4, 9–17] and Boltzmann
machines [18–22], as well as (within our broad definition)
schemes using quantum circuits with more opportunistic
configurations that exploit trainable input-output map-
ping of near-term quantum circuits [23–27].
What are QNNs good for? While there is not yet a
consensus, some proposals have indicated potential quan-
tum speed-ups or advantages in the size or training of the
network (e.g., [11, 18, 20, 28–31]). Many are intended as
general quantum learning machines capable of a broad
range of tasks (e.g., [4, 10, 12–14, 32, 33]). This possibil-
ity of generality is stimulating: classical machine learning
has found widespread use in large part because it permits
even inexpert users to experimentally discover algorithms
for their diverse and specific tasks. Last, many QNNs ap-
pear suitable for implementation on noisy intermediate-
scale quantum (NISQ) computing devices [34], for which
there is an ongoing search for suitable algorithms.
Despite its promise, QNN development faces several
challenges. While many QNN proposals have been made,
comparing them remains challenging, especially for con-
crete hardware implementations. This is an impor-
tant challenge to resolve due to the breadth of possi-
ble hardware implementations, spanning numerous plat-
forms and both discrete and continuous-variable quan-
tum systems. Training QNNs has emerged as another
challenge [20, 31, 35–38]. Many QNN proposals for su-
pervised learning rely on classical computers to perform
the training that determines (classical-valued) parame-
ters of the quantum circuit. The probabilistic nature of
the quantum variables used imposes a trade-off between
measurement time and training accuracy, and the opti-
mization problem landscape poses challenges for gradient
descent [38]. Quantum Boltzmann machines [22], espe-
cially quantum training of Boltzmann machines [18, 20]
are promising, but many other proposals [14, 17, 23, 35–
39], may help to address these challenges. Finally, ex-
trapolation of small-scale QNNs is challenging: typically
researchers cannot confidently predict how or if scaled-up
QNNs will be useful.
Our main result is inspired by information-theoretic
models of classical NNs [40–47], and is a generalization
of the memory capacity [41, 44–50] that is closely re-
lated to the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension [40, 51, 52].
These measures aim to quantify the complexity of repre-
sentation a given classifier can achieve. The capacity is
a simplistic measure; it is useful in the following senses
[51, 52]. First, with a suitable learning method a classifier
may learn a range of tasks whose maximum complexity is
bounded by its capacity. Second, the capacity describes
the information that must be provided to the classifier
in training to ensure generalization, i.e., to avoid over-
fitting. Preventing over-fitting can also be accomplished
by techniques that automatically restrict capacity, such
as parameter regularization.
Adapting the notion of capacity to QNNs allows us
to quantify the range of tasks a QNN may be used for,
and the training requirements to ensure good general-
ization. Quantum learning machines intuitively support
much more complex models than classical ones, so man-
aging overfitting may ultimately be an important chal-
lenge. On the other hand, learning arbitrary quantum
tasks requires enormous capacity: arbitrary quantum
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2models may be exponentially more complex than those
required for classical tasks.
Here, by considering the memory capacity in informa-
tion units (bits or qubits), we show that a simple capacity
measure can be universally defined to encompass all pos-
sible learning machines: classical, quantum and hybrids.
To relate this capacity to the learning machine’s physical
implementation, we introduce a capacity inequality that
bounds capacity by the information that can be imparted
by training to the machine’s trainable parameters. We
anticipate this approach will be useful for establishing
rough guidelines for QNN design and application, simi-
lar to how capacity has been used to understand classical
NNs [41, 44–50].
The idea of memory capacity as a limit of learnable
complexity can be intuitively understood as follows. Con-
sider a complex task such as a sequence of errands. The
instructions for completing such a task may be partially
redundant, but there is a minimum amount one must
remember in order to execute the task flawlessly. In the
limit of a completely random sequence of errands, the im-
possibility of universal lossless compression implies that
a learner must remember all the information provided by
the instructions, T , exactly. Let us call the size of the
largest random task a learner can “learn” (memorize) its
capacity, C. A necessary condition if there are T bits to
memorize is that the learner possess the ability to mean-
ingfully change at least T bits of its degrees of freedom as
it learns. This follows directly from the pigeonhole prin-
ciple. When trained for a general task specified by data
T > C, a learner cannot memorize all T bits. Instead, to
minimize training error it must learn a compressed model
by exploiting patterns within the data.
Definitions: More formally, we define the memory ca-
pacity, C, of a learning machine as the largest Nm bits of
N , m-bit labels for which it can learn to label N general
position inputs (which may be quantum and/or classi-
cal, depending on the machine) by any combination of
N , m-bit labellings. General position implies uniformly-
distributed distinct random points, drawn from the
across the range of acceptable inputs to the learning ma-
chine [41]. Essentially, C is the largest Nm-bit RAM the
learning machine can be trained to emulate. We also in-
troduce W , defined as the amount of information which
can be stored through training in the trainable param-
eters of the learning machine. For example, consider a
learning machine whose Nw classical trainable parame-
ters wi can each be trained with certainty to take on one
of Mi distinct levels. Then W =
∑Nw
i=1 log2Mi =
∑Nw
i=1 bi
bits.
The rationale for these definitions is as follows. Con-
sider the task of exactly learning a random map, i.e., a
map from N uniformly-distributed, distinct random in-
puts to N uniformly-distributed, distinct random m-bit
labels. Because this data is incompressible, a learning
machine must be able to learn a model whose complexity,
measured in terms of the information needed to describe
it, is no less than the amount of information contained
in the random labels. This statement assumes, however,
that the learning machine’s initial state (prior to learn-
ing) is completely uncorrelated with the random map;
it may be possible to find a particular task or subset of
T -bit tasks that the learning machine is (by chance or de-
sign) initialized to perform, or can learn with only small
parameter adjustments. Such a machine would not neces-
sarily be able to learn arbitrary T -bit tasks, nor function
as a T -bit RAM. Therefore, for N inputs in general po-
sition, all possible labellings of N , m-bit numbers should
be learnable exactly in order to ensure C ≥ Nm bits.
Our main result is to relate C for an arbitrary learn-
ing machine to its physical implementation including its
learning algorithm, via W , through the inequality:
C ≤W. (1)
The proof is simple and has been essentially stated
earlier in this paper and by others in more specific con-
texts, but for completeness we give it in full here. We
will for now consider devices producing classical outputs,
the quantum case will be considered subsequently.
Proof: If a learning machine is able to learn a model
that requires T bits to specify, then the machine must
possess degrees of freedom that can store at least T bits
of information, those degrees of freedom must be train-
able, and its training must be able to store at least T
bits of information in them. The first requirement is
just due to the pigeonhole principle, and the second and
third requirements are necessary to describe parameter-
ized learning machines. Thus C, the memory capacity or
maximum model complexity of the learning machine, can
be no larger than the information that can be stored in its
trainable parameters through learning, W , i.e., C ≤W .
Until now, our considered learning machine has been
general. Equation 1 is general: it applies to any learn-
ing machine with trainable parameters. We now consider
the parameterized quantum channel depicted in Fig. 1a,
which describes a general feed-forward artificial QNN.
The device maps inputs – a tuple of quantum and clas-
sical data – to outputs that may also contain quantum
and classical parts, i.e., (|x〉 , ~x) 7→ (|y〉 , ~y). Supervised
training of the QNN uses input-output pairs as training
data (e.g., the x and y = f(x) values from a nonlinear
function) or quantum channel (e.g., a unitary quantum
circuit or dissipative evolution), and attempts to opti-
mize the QNN’s parameters to make the QNN’s outputs
for each input match the training set. In addition to de-
pending on the QNN architecture (the layout of the QNN
and its trainable parameters), C and W also depend
on the execution and training protocols (which include,
e.g., the input data encoding and learning method). Al-
though C and W depend on these details, Eqn. 1 applies
universally, regardless of whether the learning machine
and/or training involves quantum, classical, or hybrid
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a general feed-forward QNN, a pa-
rameterized quantum channel (which could include unitary
and/or dissipative quantum evolutions, classical data process-
ing, ancillary parameter states, etc.) which is trained in a
supervised fashion to optimize the classical and quantum pa-
rameters ~w and/or ρˆw so that the QNN best approximates the
transformation implied by the training data. (b) Schematic
of a feed-forward quantum reservoir computer based on a
Gaussian Boson Sampler. For classical tasks considered here,
|x〉 = |0〉 and data is then encoded through the squeezing
parameters, and for all tasks we take Win to be the identify
matrix.
operations, whether the trained parameters are classical
or quantum, how many uses of the QNN (or repeats of
the input data) occur per input, or how the data is en-
coded.
The interpretation of Eqn. 1 in the case of quantum
parameterization and/or quantum tasks can be under-
stood as follows. If the QNN’s trainable parameters are
quantum states that can be learned to some finite (m-bit)
precision, they comprise a total density operator ρˆw in a
Hilbert space of dimension D, which can be described by
a matrix containing D2 − 1 real m-bit numbers. That
is, W = m(D2 − 1) bits. Using this same technique of
considering quantum objects as m-bit approximations of
their classical matrix representations, we can similarly
interpret C and quantum tasks. Quantum tasks, such
as preparing states or learning a quantum circuit, are
unitary approximation tasks. For example, if the opti-
mal quantum model for a given quantum task is an M -
qubit unitary, it may be described by a matrix with up
to 22M − 1 real degrees of freedom. An m-bit approxi-
mation of the unitary would be one in which each matrix
element is correct to within m-bit precision. To learn an
m-bit approximation of an arbitrary M -qubit unitary,
one requires a QNN with C ≥ m(22M − 1) bits. Let
us emphasize that C is not equivalent to computational
hardness or “power”. For example, a circuit initialized
to implement Shor’s algorithm exactly can perform the
hard task of factoring even with an arbitrarily small C.
On the other hand, should we wish to train it to per-
form other tasks, we can only count on it learning tasks
within some “radius” of C bits from the initial unitary
(i.e., unitaries accessible by changing parameter values
by C bits). Finally, our definitions of C and W above
apply to learning machines producing classical outputs.
For machines producing quantum outputs, a natural (but
cumbersome) generalization is to task the device with
mapping each of the N inputs to N label states, on which
tomography is performed to arbitrary precision (so that
errors in the measured matrix elements are dominated
by the imprecision of the quantum learning machine).
The information content m of each label state is then
quantified as the summation of the machine-limited bit
precision across the density-matrix elements of each la-
bel state, i.e.,
∑
ij log2 eij , where eij is the error in the
reproduction of the label state’s (i, j)-th matrix element.
As a concrete physical example, we consider a simple
QNN, a feed-forward reservoir computer (fQRC) based
on a Gaussian Boson Sampler (GBS). The GBS-fQRC
(Fig. 1b) consists of an input layer, where quantum or
classical data is injected into a reservoir circuit (a GBS),
and an output layer that follows the reservoir. The reser-
voir circuit is feed-forward and untrained; it serves to
transform the input data into a feature space, similar to
the scheme proposed in Ref. [26], producing a feature
vector ~R for each input. The final output result ~y follows
from linear matrix multiplication to select a linear com-
bination of features to approximate the desired function,
y = Wout ~R. Thus, this QNN always produces a classical
output regardless of whether its inputs are quantum or
classical data. Training consists of a linear regression to
optimize the matrix Wout over a training set (see SM for
more details [53]). This is a quantum single-hidden-layer
NN, analogous to an “extreme learning machine” (ELM)
[54] in the classical literature. Recent works have ex-
plored quantum reservoir computers (QRC) [55–60] that
adapt the concept of reservoir computing [61, 62] to quan-
tum dynamical systems. The GBS-fQRC simplifies this
approach by considering a feed-forward device, imple-
mented with a GBS. Boson Samplers and GBS are based
on the propagation of photons or squeezed states through
a multimode interferometer network, followed by photon
detection [63–66]. Our primary motivation in proposing
the GBS-fQRC here is that it is a simple QNN, amenable
to both theoretical and experimental studies (however,
GBS appears promising for applications as well [67–69]).
To measure C for a QNN, we need to determine the
largest RAM it can emulate. That is, given N distinct
random inputs distributed uniformly across the relevant
input space, the network is trained to classify the N in-
puts into N distinct, m-bit outputs. If perfect (m-bit
precision-limited) classification is achieved for all possi-
ble N m-bit labellings, then C ≥ Nm. Thus, to find
C, Nm is increased until training error increases. A sys-
tematic measurement of C is prohibitive even for small
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FIG. 2. Estimation of the capacity of the GBS-fQRC. (a)
shows the average normalized mean-squared-error (NMSE)
for classification of N double-precision numbers with a GBS-
fQRC containing Nw trainable parameters, where the simu-
lation has been given access to the exact expectation value
vector ~R. (b) shows the estimated capacity and W for this
version of the QNN. The units are relative to the numerical-
noise-limited bit depth p ≈ 45 bits (for details, see Supple-
mental Material [53]). (c) shows the same plot as (a) when
Ns=10
5 samples are used to estimate ~R. (d) shows the esti-
mated capacity versus the number of measurements used in
the estimate, Ns (bottom axis), and versus added noise am-
plitude (top axis).
networks, but we can estimate C by trying a small frac-
tion of possible labellings. Fig. 2 shows the capacity es-
timate for a 5-mode GBS-fQRC. The estimated capacity
linearly increases with the number of trainable parame-
ters, increases with the number of samples used to make
estimates of the expectation values, and decreases with
the amount of artificial noise added to the true expecta-
tion values. It can be proven that the fQRC can theoret-
ically achieve C = W , although we find that simulation
precision prevents this for both classical and quantum
devices [53].
The GBS-fQRC can be trained to perform quantum
and classical tasks, and in each case the performance
depends on C. Fig. 3 shows the normalized mean-
squared error (NMSE) on a test data set (i.e., a differ-
ent set than was used to train, drawn from the same
range of values) for a 5-mode GBS-fQRC trained to com-
pute the function of input classical numbers xi, f(xi) :=
(
∑5
i=1 xi)
4+
∑5
i=1 x
3
i , which is an arbitrarily chosen non-
linear function. In Fig. 3a, the NMSE is plotted versus
the number of expectation values considered in the out-
put layer (equal to the number of trainable parameters
here, since the output y is a scalar). As the number
of trained parameters increases, the NMSE on the task
drops. Similar behavior is observed for a variety of con-
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 3. Performance and generalization of a QNN. (a) Per-
formance of a 5-mode GBS-fQRC in computing a nonlinear
function (quantified as normalized-mean-squared-error on a
validation data set) for varying number of trained parameters,
Nw. Ns is the number of samples used to estimate the quan-
tum variables in ~R. The orange solid line shows the same for
a classical ELM (for details see SM [53]). (b) Performance on
a quantum task of predicting a complicated operator’s expec-
tation value on an injected quantum state, versus the number
of trained parameters. (c) Generalization occurs when train-
ing data exceeds C, as can be seen by plotting training and
test error versus the amount of data used to train for classical
and (d) quantum task. Simulations were performed using the
Strawberry Fields and QuTiP Python packages [70, 71].
tinuous functions [53]. If, instead of using the “true”
expectation values directly from quantum simulations,
we estimate them by performing Ns simulated measure-
ments, we observe similar trends, except that the per-
formance improvement saturates at a number of param-
eters that depends on Ns. This is a consequence of the
reduced capacity due to reduced precision of training and
execution. As a reference, the continuous curve in Fig.
3a shows the NMSE for the classical analogue, an ELM
with a varying number of hidden nodes (which for this
scalar-output task is equal to Nw).
Similar findings are obtained for quantum tasks. As
an example quantum task, we consider the prediction of
the expectation value of an operator acting on injected
quantum states. An injected state |x〉 is randomly se-
lected state of the form |ψ1〉⊗|ψ2〉⊗|ψ3〉⊗|0〉⊗|0〉 where
each |ψi〉 is randomly selected to be a Fock, cat, coherent
or thermal state, with a randomly-selected mean photon
number between 0 and 1 (or equal to 1 or 2 for the Fock
state). After passing the state through the GBS, the
expectation-value vector ~R is measured, and multiplied
by the trained output matrix to produce the expectation
5value prediction. Fig. 3b shows the NMSE for a network
trained to compute the absolute value of the arbitrarily
chosen operator Oˆ = xˆ41xˆ
2
2xˆ
4
3, where xˆ1 := xˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ
etc., versus Nw. Like the previous example, this task is
chosen for concreteness; the GBS-fQRC can be trained to
predict other expectation values or perform other quan-
tum tasks, like state classification [53, 59].
Both Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate the impact of preci-
sion in the trainable parameters. Consider that W =∑Nw
i=1 log2(Mi) =
∑Nw
i=1 log2(max(wi)/δw), where δw and
max(wi) are the precision and maximum possible value
of the ith parameter, wi. For fQRC, y = Wout ~R. Thus,
if the noise in ~R is ∝ 1√
Ns
, then W can be simplified
to W ∝ Nw log2(Ns). Assuming the upper bound of
C = W and neglecting all other precision-limiting ef-
fects, this implies that C increases linearly with Nw, but
only logarithmically with the number of samples Ns used
to estimate ~R.
We are interested in learning models that generalize
well, a quality that is often at odds with complexity. For
the tasks we consider here, generalization occurs when
the amount of training data exceeds C, ensuring that
memorization is no longer a good strategy to minimize
training error. Figs 3c-d show the training and test error
versus the uncompressed information provided in train-
ing, T = NTbT bits (where NT is the number of training
points and bT is the precision, in bits, of the training
yi values). Once T exceeds C, we see a dramatic in-
crease in the training error, and the test and training er-
ror converge to similar values, evidencing that the learned
model generalizes (at least over the trained domain, see
Ref. [53]).
Conclusion: We have introduced an information-
theoretic measure constraining the learnable complexity
of quantum learning machines, and have shown that it
is bounded by the number of trainable parameters and
their trainable precision. Our results apply to QNNs
regardless of whether the trained parameters, learning
method, or data are quantum or classical. We demon-
strated these findings on the example of a Gaussian Bo-
son Sampler-based feed-forward quantum reservoir com-
puter and showed how the need to estimate expectation
values (in this particular QNN) results in an exponential
decrease in the capacity. While advantages in other met-
rics (e.g., training speed or performance on specific tasks
[72]) are still possible, without quantum training QNNs
will have limited advantages over classical NNs in terms
of capacity. With quantum training however, QNNs that
provide a capacity advantage over classical NNs seem to
be possible. Ultimately, an exponential capacity advan-
tage – on both quantum and classical tasks – may be
achievable.
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The Capacity of Quantum Neural Networks: Supplemental Material
Detailed description of the GBS-fQRC
Our GBS-fQRC reservoir circuit consists of M input squeezers, followed by a random M -mode interferometer and
finally, measurement in the Fock basis. Quantum data is input as states directly into the circuit. We input classical
data, xi, to the device by encoding it in the squeezing parameter of the squeezed-vacuum states (i.e., the ith squeezer is
realized with an operator Sˆi ∝ exp[xi(aˆ2i − (aˆ†i )2)]). The choice of a nonlinear embedding, rather than state-amplitude
encoding, is an important part of transforming the input classical data into the reservoir circuit’s high-dimensional
Hilbert space. We consider a quantum-classical hybrid approach in which training and the final layer of the QNN
is implemented with a classical computer. The output of the GBS-fQRC reservoir circuit is chosen to be a vector
7of photon-detection expectation values, including coincidences. There are 2M − 1 such expectation values. For the
5-mode device we consider throughout, the reservoir output vector is ~R = [〈nˆ1〉,〈nˆ2〉,...,〈nˆ1nˆ2〉,...,〈nˆ1nˆ2nˆ3nˆ4nˆ5〉]. To
vary Nw, we truncate ~R to the first Nw ≤ 25−1 elements. For execution of the trained QNN, this vector is multiplied
by a trained output-layer matrix Wout, which contains all the trainable parameters of the fQRC, to produce the
computation result. Training the fQRC requires collecting the output vectors ~R across a training set, consisting of
input-output pairs ~xT and ~yT. The reservoir output vectors are assembled into a matrix Rout, and the optimum Wout
is learned simply by Wout = R
+
out~yT, where R
+
out is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of Rout.
In our simulations of GBS-fQRC presented here, we considered Fock states up to |3〉. To ensure that states remained
consistently within this cutoff, we did not include any displacement of the input states, and allowed for a maximum
squeezing of 2.6 dB for any input. The interferometers were all set to implement Haar-random unitaries, where for
each task including training and testing and varying of parameters, we considered a fixed interferometer. We did
not observe significant changes in results when different random unitaries were chosen (from the set of Haar-random
unitaries).
Achieving the capacity upper bound with fQRC
One reason we have chosen fQRC as our example system for numerically demonstrating our results is that the
simple training permits us to easily show that C may reach the maximum value. We are interested in the case where
the exact mapping of N distinct inputs each to one of N distinct output m-bit numbers can be learned. In this case,
we require that Wout = R
−1
out~yT have an exact solution. If Nw is the number of m-bit outputs of the reservoir, then
Rout is an NT-by-Nw matrix, where NT is the number of training input-output pairs. ~yT is a NT-element vector. If
the maximum number of distinct input-output pairs, N , is less than NT, then all but N of the NT outputs can be
assigned zero weight (ignored), such that finding R−1out reduces to finding the inverse of a square N -by-N matrix. If,
for N ≤ Nw, the rank of Rout is at least N , then an exact solution for Wout exists. Provided this can be true for
N = Nw, and that Wout consists of Nw m-bit numbers (i.e., W = Nwm) then the fQRC’s capacity can maximal, that
is: C = Nwm = W .
In other words, to achieve maximum capacity with respect to W with fQRC, the requirements are that the param-
eters can be trained to at least m-bit precision, and that the independent features that make up the reservoir-output
vector ~R (here different expectation values) correspond to linearly independent transformations of the input data
over the training data set. For the choice of ~R considered in the main article and the specific GBS device details
we chose, reaching high precision requires impractically many samples but is possible in principle. Provided all the
chosen expectation values have finite values, they correspond to linearly independent transformations of the input
(since any of the chosen operators cannot be written as a linear combination of the others).
Estimation of capacity
To estimate the capacity of neural networks we employed two approaches. In both approaches a training data
set is constructed as follows. N distinct random points distributed uniformly over the input space of the neural
network were used as inputs, ~xT. The intended output for each input was then assigned to be one of N random,
uniformly-distributed m-bit numbers. In practice, here we exclusively use for our m-bit numbers Python double-
precision numbers, since these are the values consistent with squeezing parameters and expectation values in our
quantum simulations.
To produce the results here, we computed the mean training error across many sets of outputs. To determine
with certainty a QNN’s capacity C, one needs to ensure that all possible N , m-bit labellings can be learned. This
is impractical for even small numbers: for our simple 5-mode GBS-fQRC the number of labellings is ≈ 2(25−1)×45,
where 25 − 1 is the number of distinct expectation values (the number of trainable parameters if the GBS-fQRC is
used to produce scalar outputs as it is here), and 45 bits is the effective precision of these trainable parameters in our
simulations (see later in this section for more details). Thus, we instead choose to merely estimate C by considering
a small number, typically 10-100, of randomly-chosen labellings, as little difference was observed with larger sample
sizes. We also confirmed that similar results could be obtained for unusual labellings, such as if the intended output
N m-bit number labels were all chosen to be identical, or when all but one were identical.
As a baseline test of this capacity-estimation procedure, we first applied it to classical extreme learning machines
(ELMs), which are single-hidden-layer neural networks with randomly-initialized parameters, trained with linear
regression on the linear output layer. The classical ELMs considered here (and in the main manuscript) have the
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FIG. 1. Direct estimation of the capacity. (a) Estimated capacity for a classical single hidden layer neural network (extreme
learning machine). Different curves correspond to different additive noise levels. (b) The estimated capacity (for 48 hidden
nodes/trainable parameters) versus the additive noise amplitude.
following design. The networks had 5 input nodes, Nw hidden nodes, and 1 output node. Input data was normalized
to ±1 and hyperbolic tangent activation was used with zero bias. An ELM has a linear input layer, in which inputs
are distributed to the hidden layer by multiplying the input vector by a random matrix, Win. The matrix elements
of the input layer to the ELMs were chosen from a uniform random distribution, and normalized to 1 by default. For
evaluating performance of the ELM on various functions, we additionally varied the normalization by multiplying Win
by adjusting a scalar multiplier ρ (see later section of this document).
To assess the effect of noise in the read-out of the hidden layer (similar to the estimation-associated noise in the
GBS-fQRC or other QNN), we added mean-zero noise from a uniform distribution with varying peak amplitude
each time the activation of the hidden layer was calculated (i.e., the noise added to the output of the hidden layer
every time it was executed, both in training and testing, was different). We also used this test to determine the
numerical-noise-related precision of our calculations.
To estimate C we first calculated the absolute normalized error after training, (N) = mean[ |yi−yti||yti| ], where yi is
the NN output after training for N inputs/labels, yti is the intended training output (the N labels), and the mean is
taken over both the individual training set and all the random labellings considered. From this, we then determined
C as
C = max[N log2(1/(N))], (1)
where the maximum is taken over different values of N . When this is done, we obtain the results shown in Supple-
mentary Figure 1.
Supplementary Figure 1a shows that, while there is typically a linear or sub-linear growth of C with more trainable
parameters, even with zero artificial additive noise none of the tested neural networks reach the maximum possible
capacity. Supplementary Figure 1b clarifies this finding as resulting from the limited numerical precision of our
simulations. We see that, for artificial additive noise up to about 10−14, no change in the estimated capacity occurs.
This shows that the calculations (including training, and thus W ) are limited by a numerical-precision noise to some
finite precision we denote p (measured in units of bits); the source of this noise is in general a combination of the finite-
precision representation of numbers presumed real by some of the calculations, and the propagated error from those
calculations. Based on the curves in Supplementary Figures 1b and 2b, we estimate p to be log2(1/10
−14) ≈ 46.5
bits. Once the additive noise is larger than this intrinsic noise, we see the expected logarithmic decay of the capacity
(approximately linear on the log-x axis of Supplementary Figure 1b), until at around 10−8, zero capacity is reached.
This point corresponds to the point of zero signal-to-noise ratio in training of the parameters.
The previous results show that our estimate of C, via the direct Eqn. 1, has the feature of being sensitive to the
precision of the calculations. This is correct: C itself depends on the precision of the calculations that define the
learning machine’s training and execution. However, here we are interested in evaluating C due to the physics of a
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FIG. 2. Numerical-noise-normalized capacity estimate. (a) Estimated capacity for a classical single hidden layer neural network
(extreme learning machine) in units of simulation precision p. Different curves correspond to different additive noise levels.
(b) The estimated capacity (for 48 hidden nodes/trainable parameters) versus the additive noise amplitude.
simulated machine, not due the finite precision of the simulation. In the interest of concentrating on the physical
aspects of the network that affect C, we chose to also measure C relative to the numerical precision p. To do this, we
simply take C = max[N ]× p for networks where the mean error is smaller than 10−10 (a normalized mean squared
error of 10−20). Supplementary Figure 2 shows the result of applying this policy for increasing added noise amplitude.
In the main article the latter policy is used to estimate the capacity of the GBS-fQRC when the exact expectation
values are used in ~R, in order to present the physics-limited capacity (within the assumption of arbitrary-precision in
measuring the expectation values) rather than one limited by the precision of our simulations. However, Eqn. 1 and
the associated procedure are the most general approach for estimating C, and are used otherwise.
Other examples of classical and quantum tasks
As mentioned in the main article, we see similar trends for a variety of quantum and classical continuous-function-
approximation tasks. Supplementary Figure 3 shows a collection of these tasks. In each case, we consider a 5-mode
GBS with 5 inputs. For training data, the intended function (operator-expectation-value, in the quantum case) was
calculated for 500 random sets of xi (classical) or 500 random states (quantum). In the quantum case, input states
were of the form |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0〉 where each |ψi〉 is randomly selected to be a Fock, cat, coherent, or thermal
state, with a randomly-selected mean photon number between 0 and 1 (or equal to 1 or 2 for the Fock state). The
number of non-vacuum states for each task was determined by the number of different modes in the operator (e.g.,
in Supplementary Fig 3i, 3 non-vacuum states were combined with 2 vacuum states to form the input state |x〉). For
both types of tasks, the performance was measured on an independent verification (i.e., test) set of 500 independently
drawn random inputs, where the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) was calculated with respect to the correct
function (operator expectation) value. As is typical for machine learning, the test data is drawn from the same
range of values as the training data (i.e., the functions are learned over a finite domain, and generalization ability is
assessed only over the same domain). For the classical tasks, we compare the fQRC with a classical extreme learning
machine. This classical ELM has a hyperparameter in its tanh activation function, ρ, that scales the inputs, i.e.,
~Rclassical = tanh(ρWin~x), where Win is the random linear input-layer matrix, and ~x is the vector of input values. For
completeness, the second column of Supplementary Figure 3 shows the classical NMSE for different values of this
hyperparameter. Although the performance in the classical case can vary strongly with this parameter, we generally
find that the performance of the classical and quantum NNs with true expectation values are similar when they have
a similar number of parameters. Quantum NNs with estimated expectation values show worse performance than
classical ELMs with similarly-many parameters.
In general, for most tasks we consider, the same trends reported in the main article are observed: better performance
is obtained with more trainable parameters and with more samples used to estimate expectation values in ~R. For
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FIG. 3. Additional examples of classical and quantum function approximation. For details see text.
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completeness however, we note that these are merely overall trends. We sometimes notice that particular features
(expectation values in ~R) lead to dramatically improved performance (e.g., Supplementary Figure 3j). This is to be
expected when certain features are strongly correlated with the intended function. In addition, when the complexity of
tasks is too high, the learned model is sufficiently far from the intended function that we often see unexpected trends,
such as monotonic increases in performance with larger numbers of parameters Nw or samples Ns (e.g., Supplementary
Figure 3l).
Definition of NMSE
The definition of the normalized mean squared error we use is:
NMSE :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
(yi − yv,i)2
(yv,i)2
, (2)
where N is the number of samples in the validation test set (or the training set, if the NMSE refers to training error),
and yv,i are the correct output values in the validation test (training) set.
More on generalization and capacity
In the main article, we consider the generalization performance as a function of training data within a fixed
range of input values. To better visualize the trade-offs between capacity and generalization, here we consider two
1-dimensional functions, and examine the effect of capacity on generalization outside the range of inputs used for
training (Supplementary Figure 4).
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FIG. 4. Test performance of a high-capacity QNN (GBS-fQRC using exact simulated expectation values) and a low-capacity
QNN (GBS-fQRC using estimated expectation values) on 1-dimensional function approximation. For both the simple linear
function and the more complex sinusoidal function, significantly better performance is achieved by the high-capacity model
within the training data range, x ∈ [0, 10]. For the complex function, the difference in performance is more noticeable.
However, for testing with x outside the range [0, 10], the high-capacity model’s predictions diverge much more quickly from
the correct answers than do the low-capacity model’s ones. The experiment was set up such that, in both cases, the training
data significantly exceeds the capacity. The panels from left (a,d) to right (c,f) show the test performance over the range of
the training set (a,d), the test error over the extended test range for the case where exact expectation values are used (b,e),
and when the estimated expectation values are used (c,f).
